
Middle School Case Study

"Breaking Stereotypes: A Tale of Assumptions and Friendship"

Background:

In a middle school with a diverse student body, a new student named Maya joins the
class. Maya is from a different cultural background and has unique interests and
talents. The existing students, including the protagonist, Alex, have preconceived
assumptions and stereotypes about Maya based on her appearance and
background.

Characters:

Maya: The new student, talented in science and art, with a passion for storytelling.

Alex: The protagonist (leading character), an average student who initially holds
assumptions about Maya.

Ms. Johnson: The middle school teacher who plays a role in guiding the students
through self-reflection.

Case Study:

Introduction:

Maya enters the class, and immediately, there is a buzz of curiosity among the
students. Alex, however, makes assumptions about Maya's background, interests,
and abilities based on her appearance and accent.

Stereotype Reinforcement:

Alex inadvertently perpetuates stereotypes about Maya by making assumptions
during group projects and class discussions. Other students follow suit, creating a
divide between Maya and her peers.

Unexpected Friendship:

One day, Maya showcases her storytelling skills during a class presentation. Alex,
initially skeptical, becomes captivated by Maya's talent. This sparks an unexpected
friendship between them. Through their interactions, Alex begins to question the
assumptions made earlier.



Classroom Reflection:

Ms. Johnson notices the shift in dynamics and decides to address assumptions and
stereotypes during a classroom discussion. She encourages students to reflect on
their preconceived notions and challenges them to consider the impact of
stereotypes on individuals.

Empathy and Understanding:

As the class engages in open discussions, students begin to empathize with Maya's
experiences and challenge their own assumptions. Alex realizes the importance of
breaking free from stereotypes and fostering genuine connections with others.

Breaking Stereotypes:

The students, led by Alex, decide to organize a multicultural event where everyone
can showcase their unique talents and share their stories. This event serves as a
platform for breaking stereotypes, fostering understanding, and celebrating diversity
within the middle school community.

Discussion Questions:

● What assumptions did Alex make about Maya at the beginning of the case
study?

● How did Maya's talents challenge the stereotypes held by Alex and other
students?

● How did the friendship between Alex and Maya contribute to breaking down
stereotypes in the classroom?

● In what ways did Ms. Johnson guide the students in reflecting on their
assumptions?

● How can the middle school community continue to promote understanding
and break stereotypes moving forward?

This case study encourages students to explore the impact of assumptions and
stereotypes, fostering discussions on empathy, understanding, and the importance
of breaking down preconceived notions in a diverse school environment.


